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FOREWORD

BringITon! – or how to bring new IT ideas, projects and technologies into the business
world – is a biennial workshop aiming at creating synergies between academic IT research and
the market. The BringITon!-2016 Workshop, the fourth in the series, is organized by the
”Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași – Faculty of Computer Science, the Iași Branch of the
Romanian Academy – Institute for Computer Science, Romanian Association for Artificial
Intelligence, and two local companies, EXTIND and Euronest ICT Cluster.
The event grew smoothly, gaining many important partners and generous sponsors,
among which, this year: EXTIND, CENTRIC, Gemini CAD Systems, Mind CTI, Euronest ICT
Cluster, GreenSoft and from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 692178 (EBSIS project), to which organizers are very
grateful.
Apart from the host IT education, ”Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University, three other
Romanian universities, from Iași, Timișoara, and Suceava, the Romanian Academy, and two
very important institutions from Republic of Moldova, Academy of Sciences of Moldova and
“Nicolae Testemitanu” State University of Medicine and Pharmacy participated to the event with
project proposals.
The event took place on November 18 and 19, 2016 in the Ferdinand and Senate Halls and
the Hall of the Echoing Steps of the University Palace of Copou, Iași and it gathered almost 100
participants (authors, tutorialists, invited speakers, jury members, reviewers, organisers,
student volunteers, IT professionals, media people, general public). We hope that this edition
will develop further a bridge, that we envision stronger and stronger, between the Romanian
academic IT-research, the business world and the market.
The 26 projects presented at Bring IT on!-2016 fall into the following topics:
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1. Biotechnologies
2. Embedded Systems
3. Entertainment Software & Computer Graphics
4. Image and Video Processing
5. Information Security
6. Intelligent Agents and Robotics
7. Intelligent Data Analysis
8. Natural Language Processing
9. Networking & Communication
10. Software System Engineering
11. Information Security
12. Distributed Event Based Systems
13. Web and Mobile Technologies
The editors
November 2016
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Web and Mobile Technologies
Intelligent Agents and Robotics
Natural Language Processing

Cassandra System
Sonia Pipa, Tiberiu Boroș, Ștefan Dumitrescu
Romanian Institute for Artificial Intelligence “Mihai Drăgănescu”
sonia.pipa@racai.ro tibi@racai.ro sdumitrescu@racai.ro

1.

OBJECTIVES

Voice enabled human computer interfaces (HCI) that integrate automatic speech recognition, text-tospeech synthesis and natural language understanding have become a simple commodity, which was
introduced by the immersion of smart phones and other gadgets in our daily lives. Smart assistants are
able to respond to simple queries (similar to text-based question-answering systems), perform simple
tasks (call a number, reject a call etc.) and help with organizing appointments. We introduce a newly
created automation platform which is designed to enable the user to control the Internet of Things
(IoT) and it seamlessly integrate with third party software such as Document Management Systems
(DMS), Content Management Systems (CTS), databases or standard home automation communication
protocols. Cassandra is able to receive both voice and written commands, but most important, the system
is trainable and due to that is also multilingual.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The functional tasks of the project are divided
between speech processing and automation. The
speech processing task is also separated into speech
recognition (ASR) and speech synthesis (TTS). To
ensure the scalability of the project we designed a
system architecture in which computationally
expensive tasks are handled by separate modules (as
you can see in Figure 1).
The TTS and ASR modules act as standalone servers
and they are queried over TCP/IP. The Voice
Controller (NLU) is a distributed application that processes the user queries and is able to balance the
tasks between multiple ASR and TTS servers.
Figure 1 Cassandra’s Architecture
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3.

USE CASES

KNX - Cassandra can be easily integrated with the home automation standard KNX and become able to
control some parts of the house using natural voice commands. The sprinkles, the lights, the alarm or the
AC are a few examples of things that can be controlled by home automation system. For example, the AC
can be controlled using “Cassandra, pornește aerul condiționat.”, but our system can automatically learn
how to extract parameters from commands so sentences like “Cassandra, setează temeperatura pe 23 de
grade.” or “Cassandra, vreu să faci 15 grade in cameră.” would be also valid.
Document Management Systems or databases - Our system, integrated with DMSs or databases
can retrieve information or documents and can apply custom filtering on column fields or document
metadata. Results are shown in a user friendly interface that allows grouping, sorting or summing. For
example, you can issue queries such as “Dă-mi toate facturile de la
ACME scadente până la 26.11.2016” or “Vreau toate facutrile de la
Carrefour.SA emise până la 12.09.2016”.
4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

Controlling devices and home appliances using speech is a natural step
in the evolution of smart technologies. We described our efforts to
integrate ASR, TTS and a simple NLU in order to build a voice controlled
environment. Until now, we centered our system development on a
standard home automation system called KNX and we also managed to
integrate it with a document management system (DMS).
Future development plans include reversed interaction, which will
enable the system to automatically start a dialogue with the user and the
extension of the NLP framework to support unbounded language queries
and integration with standard services, other than those provided via
KNX. Additional work will also be carried around the TTS and ASR
systems in order to provide stable results in terms of recognition
accuracy and voice synthesis quality
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Web and Mobile Technologies
Software System Engineering

The FoodCourt Iasi Application
Gabriela Meșniță, Ștefan-Codruț Andriesei, Robert-Andrei Melu,
Andreea-Ioana Țugui, Elena Afloarei-Pițul
gabriela.mesnita@feaa.uaic.ro, stefan.andriesei@gmail.com, melu.andrei@yahoo.com,
andreea.tugui@yahoo.com, elenapitul@gmail.com.

1.

OBJECTIVES

The Food Court Iasi Application will contain a mobile and a server module. The application is addressed
to all the people who want to shorten the time wasted to order food and find a place to eat (except people
who order to go) and also for all the fast food brands met at food court.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

All the operations are created in cascade. First you must choose your location where are you going to eat
(Palas or Iulius Mall). Once you’ve selected the location, choose your arrival time, how many sits you
want to reserve. Next step will open a list of all the Fast-Foods found at the selected location and choose
the favourite one. Now it opens a new page with the menu of the chosen place, followed by the order.
After that you can send your order by choosing the paying method: instant paying by debit/credit card
or at the arrival by using the jukeboxes. Using the second option you will receive an estimated time
delivery until your food is ready, only after you pay. Once you’ve paid, you will receive the order code
(used to pick up your order) and the table number to sit.
The jukebox’s application will be developed using C# language, having an accessible visual interface for
everybody with attractive menus, integrates with POS for easy and expedited checkout, an easy-to-use
touch screen table. Touch screen is specifically designed to be visible in any light. Requirements : OS
Secure Real-Time Linux, 1.4 GHz Celeron M, scalable to 1.8 GHz dual core CPU, optional 80mm thermal
customer receipt printer; Optional 80mm thermal kitchen receipt printer, 10/100 BaseT LAN port with
option for second LAN port 3 USB ports, environmental temperature (operating range 0- 40°C).
The mobile application and dedicated for Android OS, iOS and Windows Phone users, developed with
the next programming languages: Objective-C (for iOS), C++ (for Android and Windows Phone), HTML,
CSS and JavaScript. Both applications will connect to the same local data base, which is realised with
PostgreSQL, using PHP for the bound.
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The functionality of the application: reduces time customer have to wait in line to place orders, speeds
the ordering process with interactive self-service station, helps ensure order accuracy, increases
customer satisfaction and service efficiency, the choice of multiple languages available.

3.

USE CASES

- If someone has only 30 minutes break from work, he can order from office. He will eat at the arrival
without wasting extra time for ordering, bringing him much more satisfaction and he will be back at
work in time.
- We all know the women`s passion for
shopping and how tiring is for men to
follow. In all this time he can decide what
they’ll going to eat without being
necessary to stay in line at food court.
- People who are trying this new app, will
be attracted by the interactive interface
and the possibility to order from 2 or 3
different fast foods in the same time,
without being necessarily to stay at 2-3
lines. Also it suggests combinations of
foods and drinks depending on what is
already choose.

Figure 1.The main diagram of the project

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

The society is in a continued rush, the number of people eating in town will be bigger year by year. With
this application, the long lines will decrease at the pay desk and also the orders number will grow
considerably, because people will be more attracted by the new interactive system of ordering.
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Web and Mobile Technologies

Hotelly – Hotel Management System
Lilian Tofan, Ana-Maria Coteț
Dospinescu Octavian
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University, Faculty of Business Administration
doctav@uaic.ro
tofan.lilian@gmail.com
ana.mariacotet@yahoo.com

1.

OBJECTIVES

The technologies used in developing the enterprise applications are in a continuous evolution and
they tend to permanently diversify. Our goal is to build modern application for hotels and restaurants
which is delivered as a service(SaaS). Hotelly is an extraordinary application that uses the power of
JavaScript language not only in the front-end, but also in the back-end. By implementing some modules
on the Android it brings more functionality and flexibility.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Nowadays Cloud Computing gain a lot of popularity by changing the way of developing and
delivering the software solutions. The Hotelly application is based on two cloud technologies: IaaS
(development is based on the infrastructure) and SaaS (app is delivered to client as a service). We have
tried to focus on latest web technologies. Some of used technologies are:







NodeJS – runtime environment which bring JavaScript new power,
MeteorJS – is a complete platform for building web apps in pure JavaScript,
ReactJS – is a declarative, efficient, and flexible JavaScript library for building user interfaces,
REST API – fast, modern and flexible architecture for mobile communication,
MongoDB – one of the most popular NoSQL databases,
Modern UI/UX implemented by using the great frameworks like: Bootstrap, Material UI, SaaS.

Functionality of the web application is extended by mobile (Andriod) app - WaiterSmile. This module is
designated for waiters to simplify the deserving process in the (hotel’s) restaurants.
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3.

USE CASES

All of us are familiar with the situations when we have to wait a long time until our order in
restaurant will be taken and prepared. So, we implemented the mobile app for waiter to send the order to
the kitchen’s or barmen’s receive order point (it may be tablet or PC). Also, the future app functions will
be extended by: hotel client will be able to download WaiterSmile app from Android Play Market and to
make orders which will be delivered to the room and to reserve table in the restaurant. Hotelly app is
designated to improve the reservations, clients and hotel restaurants/bars/kitchens management.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

Technology is moving humanity forward. It is like the bicycle for our brain. Therefore, our passion is
to learn and explore new ways to help people and businesses to rich new points by using and integrating
great software solutions. Being passionate about new technologies and programming we are trying to
have a good impact on the enterprise world and to bring some value to it by developing the great and
modern software solutions like Hotelly application. If we look at the age of the application, it is still a
baby but one who already speak and walk. In order to help it to grow and to know life better we need to
be surrounded by more great people and also to have investments. Thank you for attention and time!

https://goo.gl/vm4Zz5
Figure 1. Video demonstration of Hotelly application
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Software System Engineering
Web and Mobile Technologies

Smart Conveyor
Gabriela Meșniță, Andreea-Ioana Țugui, Elena Afloarei-Pițul,
Robert-Andrei Melu, Ștefan-Codruț Andriesei
gabriela.mesnita@feaa.uaic.ro, andreea.tugui@yahoo.com, elenapitul@gmail.com,
melu.andrei@yahoo.com, stefan.andriesei@gmail.com.

1.

OBJECTIVES

Smart Conveyor is an improvement of the fast developments done today in baggage tracking processes
for airports. If most applications help users track their luggage in and out of the airplane, Smart
Conveyor goes beyond this point by organizing the disorder. It is replacing the nerve-racking hustle of
running from the airplane to find the best place for baggage claiming or figuring out which is yours, with
a short, least stressful break for coffee.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

This technology will ease the luggage identification when collecting it from the baggage claim by using a
passive RFID tag to track it from check in to check out.
 First of all, at the check-in counter each luggage will receive a RFID tag which will retrieve user’s
name and phone number.
Figure 1.The main diagram of the project
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After landing, the baggage cart is loaded
and redirected to the claiming area.
Then, each baggage is scanned by the
handlers and placed on the conveyor belt.
Here, the luggage belt is divided into
numbers painted on the belt. Also, each
belt cell will have a different identification
number tag that can be read by RFID
device.

The RFID device will read the luggage tag and the belt cell label and send them to the application.





A standalone desktop application will specify the position of the baggage which will be displayed on
the screen for the passengers as follows:
The application will be build using Java SE 8 programming language and user interface will be
Swing.
Once the Baggage Id is displayed on the screen, the user will receive an automatic SMS from the
system to confirm the baggage can be
picked up.
 When another baggage will occupy the
empty RFID belt label, then the display
screen will be updated with the next RFID
luggage tag and so on. This information will
be stored in the SQLite Database.
Table 1. Display table

3.




USE CASES

At the baggage claim, every piece of luggage is scanned and put on a specific place on the conveyor.
The display panel will show it and the user will receive a SMS that the baggage is ready to be picked
up.
If for same reason the baggage is not picked-up and the system receives redundancy scans of the
RFID tag, then the user will be contacted by an operator.
If some else picked-up the baggage by mistake, the SMS confirmation from the owner and the display
panel will shorten the time spent solving the problem and will help the security officers by identifying
the person faster.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

The number of bags handled in airports rises by 5% annually and a passive RFID tag costs around 20
cents. Furthermore, the number of passengers is rising and the airline companies or even the airports
want to attract more clients and for them the calm and least stressful experience of flying is the most
important part. Even if today this technology is addressed to airports and airlines, it can be developed for
other transportation industries, like on land transportation for example long distance busses where the
RFID tag can identify the luggage easily.
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Entertainment Software & Computer Graphics,
Intelligent Agents and Robotics

Watch Your Step
Paul-Bogdan Morariu, Daniel Grigorescu, Alexandru Trandabat
Technical University “Gheorghe Asachi” of Iasi, Faculty of Electrical Engineering
morariupaulbogdan@gmail.com, danielgrigorescu3@gmail.com, ftranda@yahoo.com

1.

OBJECTIVES

The problem that we intend to solve through our idea is the optimisation of the recovering exercises
types for physical therapy in order to increase the post recovering benefits and to decrease the patients
recovering times. Therefore we designed a system that combine the parameters form a 10DOF sensor
boards and based on inertial navigation theory it reproduce the movements of the arm or leg under
recovery and extract dynamic and physical information. The system design, provide useful information
for both therapist and patient in medical purpose and can be used as performance improvement training
instrument for sports such as dance, martial arts etc. both by trainers and by athletes.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The system is in Proof of concept stage. The system design combines two components: hardware and
software. The hardware design defines one wearable device conceived for movement dynamic
parameters acquisition. It includes in the actual stage three components: processing unit, sensors board
and storage unit. For the next development stage we intend to add a wireless communication module for
online tracking and to develop our own board. The actual processing unit is based on arduino type board.
The sensing unit is 10DOF IMU. For our application we will use the data from 3 axis accelerometer, 3
axis gyroscope and a 3 axis magnetometer. All data are stored on SD card unit in *.csv format for further
analysis and interpretation.
The modular software design include two components the microcontroller component and analysis and
interpretation program. The microcontroller component is running on the Arduino board and its main
target is to acquire the dynamic movement parameters, to normalise them, to compute the parameters
that will be used further in the analysing interface and to store them. In the analysing software
(developed on matlab) the nine movement parameters acquired from sensors and stored on *.csv file are
used to transform data, based on the inertial navigation theory in movement trajectory graphic. From
this trajectory can be extracted information about each movement specific parameters: about the
18

movement angles, movement amplitudes, movement speed, movement timing, about the movement
repeatability, movement symmetry etc.

Figure 1.The IMU tracking results from row data 3 axes accelerations and 3 axes gyro to compound result

3.

USE CASES

During the posttraumatic recovering period, using physical therapy there has been spotted some issues
regarding the patient recovering times and the procedure success. There is a link between the recovering
percentages, the exercises and the patient motivation. The proposed system comes to help the physically
therapist to choose the most suitable exercises accordingly to patient recovery special demands and on
the patient progress. As a monitoring tool, the Watch your step system provide dynamically data that can
be analysed and used in the decisional process of therapy setting. The patient, due to the long period with
no directly visible progresses in recovering treatment, can negatively influence the total result of its
condition and the recovering time. Therefore, a GUI module that aims to keep the patient updated with
its achievements, establishing new limits and new type of exercises and including him in to a community
of the recovering patients and connects them through a game strategy communication module will bring
the user connected with his progress with other and will motivate them to cooperate and to do anything
to get well.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

To get from idea to a StartUp business we need almost 9 month of implementation and a financing of a
17000 euro. The business plan is divided in two directions: one is to sell the system to the recovering
therapist, and the second is to rent the system and provide consultancy for better sportive performances
to the sportive and trainers in different specialities: dance, karate, football etc.
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Intelligent Data Analysis

Fire Simulator
Călin Ciubotariu and Daniela Gîfu
Faculty of Computer Science, “Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași
calin.crist@gmail.com, daniela.gifu@info.uaic.ro

1. OBJECTIVES
This project describes the development of a Wild land fire simulation model in order to research the
prevention methodology of this kind of event. The purpose of this survey is to describe the characteristics
based on cellular automata’s (CA) principles, modified and updated to the forests environments. CA is a
mathematical representation of a system like a bi-dimensional array or a lattice with cells that have a
finite number of states. The method is intended to help both institutions / organizations focused on
environment issues like the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change, the Ministry of Water,
Forests and Environmental Protection or the Ministry of Internal Affairs, and the public at large by
anticipating various factors that trigger fire.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The “Fire Simulator“ is the representation of a simulation method that incorporates the dynamics of
Wild land fire spreading in conditions of flat terrain that results in a quality analysis about the
correlation between the meteorological, vegetation and topographical aspects.
This method uses a cellular automata (CA) model that consist of some basic components like the
universe (bi-dimensional CA) – in which the vegetation is randomly spread, cells, states and rules – that
define the cell’s state in a generation. The state of a cell is established by environment parameters:
vegetation itself and the wind. The actual fire is considered a distinct part in this artificial universe, so it
is generated randomly throughout the cells (one or more). Once started, the fire spreads in its vicinity by
local evaluations, respecting the transition rules of our custom CA. These rules are predefined and
empowered by environment factors to simulate with higher accuracy the event.
The thing about CA is that there is no global control over the fire progress, and because of that the
dynamics at a macroscopic level are highlighted by local interactions.
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In order to simulate natural events with complex dynamics like fire propagation, a tool with a graphical
user interface was implemented to run the CA model (Figure 1). It consists of a forest map (green cells trees, red cells - burning trees, grey cells - burnt trees) and a slider to control that takes into
consideration the wind (East to West).
3. USE CASES
Wild land fires are hard to
contain and control. For
example, there are over
100.000 fires in a year in
U.S.A that damage over 2
million ha of woods.

Figure 1. Fire simulation

That is why preparations are
the key to avoid big disasters.
These preparations could be
made by fire-fighters or more
intelligently by digital
simulations without causing
any harm. This way, people
can analyze how a fire works,
spreads and plan what is the
best and the safest strategy to
encounter such an event.

4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
This project is a good starting point for practical usage, because even if there are different approaches to
fire modelling and fire behaviour prediction, this simple and rough model is fast and satisfactory enough.
In addition, it is easily extensible because elements like radiations, topography or geographic
information system (GIS) could be added in the future to make experiments even more relevant to
specific situations
21

Intelligent Data Analysis
Image and Video Processing

Pypeline – General purpose image classification
and model-building pipeline
Ioan Cristian Schuszter, Cosmin Bonchis
West University of Timisoara
chrisschuszter@gmail.com, cosminbonchis@gmail.com

1. OBJECTIVES
This project is focused on allowing non-expert users to build their own machine learning models, using
image collections, which can distinguish from different instances of images. The trained models can then
be used to classify future instances of images uploaded to the API. The UI can be used for intuitive
building of models, while the application also exposes an API that can be used by third-party
applications.

2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The project is built using Python as the core programming language, with a dynamic web interface
developed in AngularJS. The main third-party tools are the Python OpenCV library, together with the
sklearn machine learning library. It also uses SQLite as the database engine (for storing models and
collections) and Flask for the back-end that interacts with the library. The project is built in a highlydecoupled manner, meaning that one could break the structure at any level and plug in his own
implementations. The only static part is the “imclas” library, which serves as the building-block and
core functionality, as seen in Figure 1. The application has two main parts, the Build part and the
Models part. In the build part, the user takes several collections of images (downloaded from the
Internet for now, using image search queries), selects which of them to be included in the model and
fine-tunes some of the parameters of the model building process, as seen in Figure 2. Each image is
then represented as a histogram of features, and an SVM classifier is created with the specified
parameters. The model is then available in the Models part, together with statistics regarding the
accuracy of the classifier. Using these classifiers, one can submit a new image and get it classified with
the model. If the classifier type is SVC, the user also receives information about the confidence of the
classifier that it’s one class or the other.
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Figure 1. Architecture

Figure 2. Tuning the parameters of a model before building it

3. USE CASES
Imagine that you’re building the future smart car. If the driver goes past a stop sign without ensuring
that the way is clear, the car might notice that. How? It takes images of the corners of the windshield and
if it spots a STOP sign using our API it automatically fires an alarm or hits the brakes. Imagine you’re a
farmer and want to check 100ha of apple trees for healthiness. Just send out your drone to take images of
each of them and classify the trees (healthy/not healthy) using a pre-built model.

4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
The project can be potentially turned into a successful SaaS application, different from what currently
exists on the market. Once we create a large repository of models from sizeable collections, users would
be attracted to pay in a rent-a-model fashion, finding or building one aimed at their specific problem.
Without having to invest in data scientists, they can focus on their own business logic and leave the
classification to us. The complicated nature of machine learning is abstracted away by our service. We
just require transforming the existing architecture into a multi-tenant and parallel one.
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Scoring for portal hemodynamics disorders severity in liver
cirrhosis assessment by duplex ultrasound
C. Tambala, Iu. Secrieru, D. Macari
Nicolae Testemitanu State University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Republic of Moldova
Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science of the Academy of Sciences of Moldova
caroli@bk.ru, iulian.secrieru@math.md

1. OBJECTIVES
The aim of the scoring is to assess portal hemodynamics disorders severity in liver cirrhosis, based on
five non-invasive measurements. It allows classification of portal hemodynamics disorders in liver
cirrhosis into: low severity, middle severity and high severity. It is addressed to physicians dealing with
chronic liver diseases patients. Liver cirrhosis, as the final stage, complicated by portal hypertension, is
important cause of morbidity and mortality in these patients.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The need to evaluate hemodynamics on splenoportal axis in case of portal hypertension syndrome is a
current problem, due to the increased incidence of the given pathology and specific pathogenetic aspects.
Identification of portal hypertension using invasive methods is not easy due to the patients dire state and
complex, time-consuming, costly processes.
111 patients diagnosed with cirrhosis formed the research cohort. These patients had an enhanced
clinical and biological evaluation. Ultrasound examination was done by Logiq E9, Voluson E8
equipment, using linear probe of 7-10 MHz frequency and convex probe of 3.5-5 MHz frequency by the
transabdominal access, in real time two-dimensional (B) regimen, with the subsequent use of color
Doppler and spectral Doppler techniques.
The scoring employs five measures obtained by duplex ultrasound: spleen area, congestion index,
splenoportal index, portal vascular index, portal hypertension index. Each measure is estimated (based
on segmentation and clusterization procedures and artificial intelligence algorithms) to range from 1 to
6, with 6 indicating the most severe disorder.
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Measure

1 point

2 points

3 points

spleen area

x<57

congestion index

x<0.07

portal
hypertension
index

x<1.5

5 points

6 points

57<=x<113

113<=x<206

206<=x

0.07<=x<0.11

0.11<=x<0.18

0.18<=x

1.5<=x<1.6

4 points

1.6<=x<2.7

2.7<=x

portal vascular
index

9<=x

7<=x<9

x<7

splenoportal index x<29%

29%<=x<60%

60%<=x<67%

67%<x

Table 1. Scoring for portal hemodynamics disorders severity in liver cirrhosis assessment

3. USE CASES
At the moment, a condition for utilization of the proposed approach is that all five parameters of the
scoping system should indicate any deviations from the normal value. Validation of the scoring
interpretation was done on 97 patients cohort diagnosed with cirrhosis. 94 of 97 diagnoses was
confirmed.
The proposed methodology is foreseen to be used in cohorts of patients with some additional
restrictions: patients with one or more normal parameters, patients after splenectomy, etc. Early
diagnosis and pathology appropriate management can improve the prognosis and life expectancy of
patients with chronic liver diseases.
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
1. The scoring system can be used directly for differential diagnosis of liver cirrhosis and/or patient's
cohort stratification for personalised medicine. 2. Decision rules, obtained during the intelligent cases
analysis, represent for computer scientists a formalized knowledge, can be used to develop medical
information systems. 3. The methodology of proposed approach of scoring creation, based on intelligent
data analysis, can be used in structuring medical big data, for better understanding of the various
manifestations of the same disease and progress scenarios.
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MappingBooks
Daniel Anechitei, Andrei Scutelnicu, Dan Cristea
“Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, Faculty of Computer Science
{daniel.anechitei, andreiscutelnicu, danu.cristea}@gmail.com

1.

OBJECTIVES

This project will build a mobile application that links books’ content with the real life in the proximity of
the reader and the virtual world, which complements the knowledge about entities mentioned. It is
addressed to young readers – for bringing back books in their hands, school and university students –
for complementing geography and history manuals, travellers – for updating in real-time traveller
guides, passionate readers – to help them interact with communities of readers having similar reading
preferences.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The system is designed to work as a Client-Server architecture in which the Server installed modules
(Text Analytics – processing the raw input text, Name Entity Recognition - marking names and their
types, Relations Detection – putting in evidence semantic relations mentioned in the text, GeoData –
fetching the maps that best fit the mentions in the text), and the Client modules, installed on the user’s
mobile (Augmented Reality - augmenting the image captured by the mobile’s camera with fleshes
pointing the direction of relevant objectives, as revealed by the current chunk of text) continuously
exchange data. The result is that mentions of entities from the book will be made sensible such that the
reader could find supplementary information in external sources, such as Wikipedia, museums of
administrative sites. The attached data varies according to the type of each entity and the context it is
mentioned in. For instance, for a country type entity, area, population, official language, national feasts
and other information could be easily consulted, and for a museum – visiting hours, entry fees, or
exhibitions currently hosted by the museum.
The project advances the state-of-the-art in several directions. First, it invents a technology able to
automatically annotate toponyms in texts and link them onto digital maps. Then, the hypermap
structures are automatically updated based on user-dependent contexts. Starting from the book’s text,
the user receives support which is presented in a graphical interactive manner. A mixed reality techno26

logy technology indicates on the
screen of a graphic tablet or of a
smart phone, superposed on an
image captured by the device’s
camera, the position of certain
geographical
guiding
marks
(mountains, hills, localities, roads,
railway lines, outstanding buildings,
etc.), simultaneously with highlighting them on the text of the book.

3.

USE CASE

I am visiting a city with the traveling
guide in my hand. If I have a
subscription for the Traveller’s
Guide MappedBook, then places of
interest and routes, are reordered
depending on my instantaneous
position, as seized by my hand-held
device.
I am a school boy, in the train going from Brașov to Sibiu. If I open my tablet and head it towards the left
side window of the train, I will see arrows showing the picks of the Făgăraș mountains, exactly as in my
Geography manual.
I am in Paris for the 3rd time, but only now my Lonely Planet MappedBook traveller’s guide signals me
this temporary exhibition opened in the Pyramid.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

We have already a complete design of the project and a prototype in a testing phase, developed in a
consortium that includes, besides the UAIC team, two more partners: “Ștefan cel Mare” University of
Suceava and Siveco București. The project (financed by a grant of the Romanian Ministry of Education
and Research) will be finished in this partnership at the end of the next year. What we need from an
investor is business development know-how and support.
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Sentiment Analysis as a marketing tool
Octavian Ciobanu Apostol, Cosmin Florean, Oana Bejenaru and Diana Trandabat
University “Alexandru Ioan Cuza” of Iaşi, Romania
{octavian.ciobanu, cosmin.florean, oana.bejenaru,
dtrandabat}@info.uaic.ro

1.

OBJECTIVES

Social media has replaced the traditional sources of information: people’s need to be constantly updated
changed our behaviour from buying a newspaper or watching TV, to using a Facebook or Twitter account
to visualize the day’s hottest news, with the bonus of being able to also comment on them. Considering
this, our goal is to build a tool that is able to analyse and classify the information provided by social
media.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Building a Social Media Monitoring tool requires at least 2 modules: one that evaluates how many people
are influenced by the campaign and one that finds out what people think about the brand. For the second
tool, being able to evaluate the opinion of the users is not a trivial matter. Evaluating their opinions
requires performing Sentiment Analysis, which is the task of automatically identifying the polarity, the
subjectivity and the emotional states of a particular document or sentence. It relies on Machine Learning
and Natural Language Processing techniques.
In our case, we were able to build a system which is able to classify the polarity of given tweets on two,
three or five point scales, on a given topic. The system was trained using a data base of tweets, on various
given topics, and a Naïve Bayes based machine learning technique.
(As an example for a three point scale the system would classy the tweets as: Negative/ Neutral/ Positive
on the given topic)
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In order to check the system’s weakness and
straightness, an internal evaluation was
performed, for each available classification scale.
When analysing the errors found in the
classification scale (Fig.1), one can easily note
that the system is positive-biased, i.e. it gave too
many positive answers. Thus, out of the 29% of
negative instances wrongly classified, 77% were
classified as positive, while 23 as neutral.
Similarly, for the neutral instances in gold which
were misclassified, 89% were identified as
positive, and 11% as negative.

3.

USE CASES

Description:

Using sentiment analysis to determine the success or the failure of a
product release, marketing technique

Primary Actor:

The marketing firm conducting the study

Preconditions:

In order for this to work the sentiment analysis tool should be trained
using a relevant training set

Postconditions:

You can assess the average perspective of your customer base on a
certain topic

Main
Success Scenario:

I have just released on the market a new product that had some
hardware malfunctions after the public release. By using sentiment
analysis on social media and forums I can assess overall impact of this
malfunction over the customer base, in order to decide if the product
should be recalled or not
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Tools for Free Access to Old Romanian Printed Texts
T.Bumbu, S.Cojocaru, A.Colesnicov, L.Malahov, Ș.Ungur
bumbutudor10@gmail.com

1.

OBJECTIVES

The project provides development of technology of free access to the cultural heritage in form of old
printed texts namely the digitization of the Romanian texts of 17-20 centuries, printed in Cyrillic script.
The technology is mainly addressed to: 1. philologists; 2. historians, to support a better understanding of
old Romanian historical documents; 3. publishers who want to re-issue in modern Latin script an old
Romanian book.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The proposed tools aim to develop a technology of free access to the cultural heritage and offers tools for
processing old Romanian printed texts including receiving re-editable variants of texts and their Cyrillic
representation scripting in contemporary Latin script. The research reveals the following stages of the
use of the Cyrillic alphabet for printing of Romanian texts: 1) The second half of the 20th century. The
Cyrillic alphabet was used based solely on the Russian alphabet. 2) 30s-60s of the 19th century. To print
Romanian texts, a mixed alphabet of Cyrillic and Latin letters was used. 3) The 17th - 18th century. The
Romanian Cyrillic alphabet was used.
In order to recognize the text we use ABBYY FineReader (ABBYY FR) application, completed by the tools
pack which includes : 1. A library of ABBYY FR documents, which contain user alphabets, dictionaries,
recognition patterns as trained under ABBYY FR; 2. Utility of transliteration from Cyrillic to Latin and
vice versa for Moldavian Cyrillic, Transliteration utility for Transition alphabet, Transliteration utility
for Romanian Cyrillic script; 3. Additional utilities: fonts that covers rare glyphs from Romanian Cyrillic
script and Transition alphabet, virtual keyboard; 4. User interface proposed for choosing the period of
text processing and the User manual.
Figure 1 shows the steps of obtaining of an editable Latin text from old Romanian and Moldovan
documents printed in 17th-20th centuries using Cyrillic alphabets. In the green-stroked shapes are
presented the processes applied to the document and in the blue-stroked ones the result of each process.
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For example: The result of the Scanning process is the Image of the printed text.
Figure 1. The main diagram of the project
Printed
document
17th-20th century

Scanning

Image of
the printed
text

3.

Recognition
&
Transliteration

Text
verification

Resulting text
in the Latin
alphabet

Recognized and
transliterated
text

USE CASES

The informational tools can be used: 1)to contribute at preservation of our cultural heritage, making it
accessible for everyone, 2) to speed up significantly the process of transliteration and re-issuing of old
Romanian documents and books printed in Cyrillic scripts; 3) to enlarge existing linguistic re-sources by
digitized texts, which will serve as a platform for new NLP applications.
The developed tools will automate the re-release of the old Romanian printed text, as well as it will be
able to provide no-barrier access to historical documents created in different variants of the Cyrillic
alphabet.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

The result of the project is the key point in assuring that cultural heritage (represented mostly by
numerous old Romanian books printed in Cyrillic script) is brought closer and in understandable
manner to nowadays readers. The technology is destined to: institutions (publishing houses, libraries,
etc.) that are interested in electronic processing of old printed texts (books) for re-edition; students and
researchers. The project will expand the range of opportunities for a variety of studies, including those in
the humanities by changing informational communication environment.
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FII-chatbot
Teodor Chirileanu, Rareș Băbuță, Stan Rareș, Robert Onesim,
Mădălina Răschip, Dan Cristea
“Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, Faculty of Computer Science
{teodorchirileanu, raresbabuta,stan.rares, robert.onesim, mada.ionita, danu.cristea}@gmail.com

1.

OBJECTIVES

The project aims to realize an intelligent agent capable to engage meaningful conversations with a
human user, actively listening and understanding the user, answering questions, discovering the user’s
personality and suggesting appealing conversation topics. It will emulate a genuine well informed and
intelligent partner, featuring surprisingly informed answers or bright and funny changes of conversation,
as well as candid recognition of lack of knowledge.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The Chatbot will integrate (see Figure) an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) module and a Text to
Speech module (T2S), both provided by Alexa Amazon. A Natural Language Processing (NLP) module
will process the input text at the basic level. A Natural Language Generation (NLG) module will be
responsible to phrase a coherent and grammatically correct answer from the retrieved data. A User
Portraying (UP) module will progressively shape the user’s profile during the dialogue, exploiting
significant parts of the input and social media records of the user. A Question/Answering (Q/A) module
will be responsible for retrieving relevant snippets of information from different types of Knowledge
Sources. A Miscellanea (Misc) module will process inputs different from questions (statements and
imperatives), by applying Deep Neural Network techniques on dialogue data. The domain of the input
utterance will be recognised by the Domain Classifier (DC) module. The Dialog Manager (DM) will be the
central module of the bot, responsible for a smooth flow of conversation. It will recognize in the input a
question from an assertion or a command, will dictate the appropriate reaction, and at times will take the
initiative directing the conversation towards new domains.
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A number of knowledge sources will feed the chatbot
“universe”, in a similar way in which an educated human
being knows general things about the world around
her/him (common sense knowledge, acquired through
the day-by-day interaction with the environment), has a
repository of general culture (acquired in school by
learning), and specialized things in a number of domains
(as acquired by readings of treaties and science books).
The chatbot will be personalized, thus displaying certain
knowledge about itself, a digital identity (sex, age,
parents, friends, studies in one or more domains, a
biography in the form of a sequence of events,
preferences, hobbies, etc.).

3.

USE CASE

FII-chatbot can be used as a conversational agent in
many situations: keep alive the mind of old persons in
house conversations, convenient and handy KnowsEverything companion in any circumstances, automatic
assistant for public help-desk services, cases in which it
can be specialised in particular domains, or for fun and
entertainment. It could equally be instantiated both as a
mobile or a workstation application.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

Since the initiation of the Turing test and until our days, when the Loebner Prize contest runs every year,
a successful chatbot able to sustain a conversation as a human being is a much wanted artificial
intelligence (AI) agent. Based on a long standing experience on processing the natural language (English
and Romanian) and past successful realisation of several AI systems, our FII-based group has clear ideas
about how this challenging project can be realised. What we need is an investment that would allow us a
one year design and development process in a team of 6 people and support for building the business
plan.
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How to build a sentiment analyzer
using off-the-shelf resource
Călin-Cristian Ciubotariu, Marius-Valentin Hrişca, Mihail Gliga, Diana Darabană
Diana Trandabăţ and Adrian Iftene
University “Alexandru Ioan Cuza” of Iaşi, Romania
{calin.ciubotariu, marius.hrisca, mihail.gliga, diana.darabana, diana.trandabat, adiftene}@info.uaic.ro

1.

OBJECTIVES

Minions, a team formed of first year students in the Master of Computational Linguistics, started the
participation at Semeval-2016 as a semester project, aiming to build a model for analyzing and
classifying “tweets” into positive, neutral and negative, according to the evoked sentiment, while getting
familiar with Natural Language Processing tools and methods. Therefore, the backbone of our sentiment
analyzer consists in several off-the-shelf, freely available resources, enhanced with a classifier trained on
the SemEval-2016 data.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

We have investigated existing online applications for sentiment extraction of social media from Twitter,
briefly discussed below, and integrated some of them in our sentiment analyzer. After analyzing the
available applications for sentiment analysis, we decided to build our own analyzer based on several
existing services (Alchemy, Sentiment 140 and NLTK’s Sentiment analyzer), enhanced with a Naïve
Bayes classifier trained on the SemEval-2016 data.
Figure 1.The main diagram of the project
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The system is divided in the following modules:
Tweets Extractor: a module which extracts tweets based on a list of ID’s provided by the task organizers;
Pre-processing: cleaning operations needed to remove from tweets symbols unsupported by the
sentiment analysis services;
APIs Management: development of a web service able to manage the calls to the three sentiment
analysis APIs: Alchemy, Sentiment 140, NLTK;
Naïve Bayes Classifier: trains a Naïve Bayes classifier from the NLTK toolkit for identification of
positive, negative and neutral sentiments.
Voting Module receives sentiment scores from the three APIs and decides, in case of mismatch, which
one to further obey;
Evaluator: Analysis the output file and creates statistics used to improve the system’s performances.
Thus, this module checks how many agreements/disagreements are found in the results offered by
different sentiment analyzers.

We found that in only 14.9% of the cases, all three services gave the same good result. For 9.4% of the
cases, the three services gave similar label, but failed to find the good one. Out of these situations, almost
14% were mislabeled negative cases, and only 1.5% mislabeled positive tweets. In 30.6% of the cases, two
of the services gave the same right label and in 78% of cases at least one classifier gave the right answer.

3.

USE CASE

Sentiment analysis identifies the positive, negative or neutral tones embedded in your content to better
understand your market position. By attaching sentiment scores to each theme, entity, and category, our
sentiment analysis show how people feel about brand, products, and services, and why they feel that way.
A manager needs to see if the product they have launched is a success or a fail, if they have to change or
to improve anything. In the absence of our technique, he used to lose a lot of time searching one by one
the reports about the products where he thought he could find what he was looking for. With our strategy
he finds what he is looking for easily.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

This technique can be used anytime one needs to see and compare the way people feel about a new
product, a person, a decision or any other situation.
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Keyword Spotting System
Sonia Pipa, Tiberiu Boroș, Ștefan Dumitrescu
Romanian Institute for Artificial Intellingece “Mihai Drăgănescu”
sonia.pipa@racai.ro tibi@racai.ro

1.

OBJECTIVES

Speech processing technologies, such as KWS, have many applications in real life. Its development
was primarily driven by the necessity to improve the human computer interaction experience.
Starting from this idea, many focused applications for spoken term detection systems emerged and most
of them refer to providing accessibility for people with disabilities and speech enabled security systems.
Keyword spotting (KWS) is a technology that enables the detection of specific spoken words
occurrences in audio or video streams. The detection consists in computing a score for word utterances.
When the score exceeds a threshold, the time window in which the word is detected is stored. The result
of KWS is a list of word occurrences.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The novelty in our approach is that we employ Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Networks
(BDLSTMs) with Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) in performing the KWS task using
phoneme-bases speech transcription, while typical approaches are based on custom designed HMM
decoders. The main advantage of our system is that requires less training data than the classical ones. We
implemented the system as a two-fold task illustrated in Figure1: (a) transcribe the audio file and (b) use
some type of dynamic programming to locate likely positions of target keywords.
Figure 1.Keyword Spotting System

(a)
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(b)

3.

USE CASES

Security Systems: KWS technology, combined with speaker identification, enables the use of voice for
authentication purposes or, when integrated in smart security systems, can be used, say, to trigger an
alarm on security systems when a specific combination of words, not necessarily consecutive, was
detected.
Statistics: Another application for KWS systems is in the task of collecting statistics from media files
and streams (TV shows, radio broadcasts, Internet Media etc.), allowing speech analytics to be applied.
Mobile devices: Keyword detection on mobile devices enabling users to have a fully hands-free
experience by listening continuously for specific keywords to initiate voice input.
IVR: Automated answering robots benefit from keyword detection as important topics are spotted
immediately irrespective of the way the sentence is formulated, which might be a problem for speech
recognition. Time savings are made by transferring the caller to the appropriate
4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

We present a methodology of performing
keyword spotting that uses recurrent neural
networks and custom dynamic alignment
algorithm based on the Levenshtein distance.
Our approach is composed of two main steps:
framewise phoneme classification and keyword
localization within phonetic transcription. An
important advantage of our method consists in
fact that RNNs require less training data than
HMM-based approaches which means that
explicit recordings of the sought words are not
mandatory. Future development plans include
testing of other neural network architectures
(i.e. Sequence-to-Sequence) and integrating
KWS with systems listed above, primarily
security systems.
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Health Monitor
Cristian Rotaru, Cosmin Iacob, Luiza Rusu, Alexandru Trandabăț
Technical University “Gheorghe Asachi” of Iasi, Faculty of Electrical Engineering
rotarucristian02@yahoo.com, iacob.cosmin.v@gmail.com, rusu.luizamaria@gmail.com, ftranda@tuiasi.ro

1.

OBJECTIVES

Nowadays, through technology and gadgets you can get almost any personalised type of assisted help:
personal trainer, personal nutritionist, personal assistant etc. There are some uncovered areas. One of
them is health status monitoring. Therefore our main objective is to develop a new gadget, a bracelet,
that monitors vital body signs and provide a general health status to the user and send all the
information in to the user data file in to the cloud. The product is design for three different categories of
users: elderly people that need constant surveillance, the under treatments ambulatory patients and to
the athletes under permanent stress and effort.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The design includes two components: software component and hardware component. In actual stage of
proof of concept, the system is developed using one arduino board for microcontroller functions
implementation and an array of sensors for health parameter monitoring. Designed as a modular
product, depending on the user requirements, the system besides vital signs(temperature, pulse,
impedance, body position), may include additional functions: EKG, EEG, glucose determination,
detection of CO2 in the environment, calculate distance and calories, GPS location, connecting to a
database and the possibility of accessing a user's history, as well as and connect to health card. Local
storage can be achieved on a memory card which can be accessed anytime. Data access can be done by
the patient, doctor or any person authorized, anytime and anywhere, information being stored on a
cloud. The originality of the project is that it is modular and the number of measurements in not limited
to temperature and pulse, compared to similar projects. To measure everything we discussed earlier we
will use different sensors. To measure the skins impedance we will use a resistive sensor which will
determine the state of the skin at the moment of measurement. The difference between existing products
and our sensor is that the impedance sensor is a printed sensor on the flexible substrate using argent
base ink, which makes it suitable to be incorporate in the device bracelet. To measure the temperature of
the body we will use an Infrared sensor that determines the heat radiations that the skin releases or a
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resistive one. To measure the pulse we will use the operating principle of the oxi-pulse-meter using a
laser diode that determines the oxygen level in the blood. Improvements: current size (6,5x4,6x3 cm) can
be halved using SMD. The future costs for mass productions cannot exceed 20€ (current costs 50€),
increasing autonomy over 12 hours(current ~4 hours).The software module include the embedded
component for microcontroller that is responsible for sensor acquisition procedure, primary data
compute, data communication data displaying and data storage. There have been implemented protocols
for optimal energy saving and for events detections. The user interface represents the software
component of the software that extracts the user data from the cloud and permit to the user to analyze
and to share with other (medic, trainer, personal assistant etc. depending on the case of use.). In order to
decrease the cost and to increase the addressability, the solution is based on the market IoT platform.

3.

USE CASES

The customers for this product are mainly from three categories but not only from them: elderly people
that need constant watching of the health parameters, athletes that aims to increase their performances,
the ambulatory under treatment patients that need a constant monitoring and not only them. This
project is very practical because the number of life threatening situations is always high. Every patient
with a poor health situation could be monitored and warned of the risks of his health issues. The system
become extremely useful in the areas with extreme temperatures or humid air that might be extreme for
your organism inducing unconsciousness and most of the times these kinds of situations are observed
too late to be able to intervene. Signalling those health threatening events that pose the user live when he
is in a critical state could save the person and the people around the accident.
The main benefit of this product is the awareness function that keep you inform about your status and
keep other inform about you in threatening conditions

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

The project from this stage to a final product needs between 7 up to 9 month of laborious work. The next
step is to return to the drawing board and to redefine the characteristics of the system aiming to achieve
3 desiderates: size, battery live time and modularity. The final product will provide some basic functions
(pulse, temperature, conductivity, accelerations - pedometer) and some additional modules depending
on the patient needs. As a starting point we need some business plan with a cash flow and a professional
market research in order to start with a design that has the best chance on the medical gadget market.
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Photos Copyrights – Reverse Image Search
Cornel-Paul Acatrinei, Adrian Iftene
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Computer Science
{paul.acatrinei, adiftene}@info.uaic.ro

1.

OBJECTIVES

The application is designed for professional and amateur photographers who want to see if the pictures
taken by them are used on the Internet. Also the application can be used by ordinary people in more
many ways, such as: to search for specific dimension for an image or to extract details about a picture.
The attention will be focused on the use and distribution of images / photos in the online world,
especially on the copyrights of them.

2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Django is one of the most popular frameworks which is used nowadays. It is used by many popular
platforms such as: Pinterest, Instagram, Disqus or NASA. With a few lines of code you can quickly build a
functional, secure and scalable web application.
Google Intern API – This module is the most important one because it provides inputs for other
modules. Because Google does not provide an API for Reverse Image Search we’ve implemented an API
from scratch, from now on this API will be referenced as Google Intern API.
Tumblr Intern API – Because the official API provided by Tumblr does not return needed data to can
implement the desired functionalities (deep search and others), we have decided the implement our own
API based on the RSS feed available for any Tumblr blog.
Pinterest – This module uses the official Pinterest API and own approaches and solutions in order to
implement the deep search functionality which is the most important feature of this module. Similar to
Tumblr case, after a search is made on Google, the intern API (Google Intern API) will provide a list of
links which in most cases leads to a Pinterest profile. Given that a Pinterest profile may have dozens or
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even hundreds of boards (categories) and each board can have thousands of pins (posts), the results
provided by Google may be irrelevant.

3.

USE CASES

Use Case 1 – We can observ that the results achieved through our application are not sensitive at
noises or dimmensions, in this case the noises are those texts which are applied on the initial image.

Figure 1. Use Case 1 in the left and Use Case 2 in the right

Use Case 2 – These results highlight the fact that our application can identify not only identical images
but also images that are derived from the original image.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

Copyrights on online content, especially those on the images or photos, have come to be ignored, for
various reasons. The proposed application is helping people who want to protect their copyrights. The
application aims visual content (images, photos) and allows users to find out if a certain image, that
belongs to them, it is used or not in the online world. If the image is found on the internet then the app
will provide some details about each result that will help the user to make a complaint (takedown notice)
requiring the removal of the content that infringes user’s copyright.
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Face Recognition and its uses in our every day lives
Ciobanu Apostol Octavian
Faculty of Computer Science, Al.I. Cuza University
octavian.ciobanu@info.uaic.ro

1.

OBJECTIVES

The obvious thing that people in our days crave is systems and devices that are more and more user
friendly and helpful on the daily bases. Today we need PIN coders for ATM machines, a password for our
computer and even more for other resources available on the web, even though there are ways to
recognize the user on a device in ways that require less time and effort from the user perspective.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

In order to build the application, I have used Java as a programming language and OpenCV as an Image
Processing framework.
The application offers the user the means to train its
own face recognition system by adding the desired
people into the training set. Subsequently, the
application is able to recognise the people in the
created training set by using face recognition
techniques such as: Eigenface, Fisherface and LBP
recognition.
Using the fine-tuning process, I have managed to set
a threshold, for each recognition technique, in order
to make the distinction between a “known” and an
“unknown” person. This allows the system to be
trained to suit each user individually.
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In the chart on the right you can find a graphical
comparison between the F1 scores of the three face
recognition techniques presented, applied on a
training set containing 50 people.
The Ox axis represents the number of
photos/person present in the training set, while the
Oy axis represents the F-measure score value.

3.

USE CASES

An interesting use of Face Recognition could be
related to the unfortunate growth in the occurrence
of the Alzheimer disease. An application could be
built in order to help these people in coping with
this terrible disease. The main goal would be to
transform a regular smart phone, tablet, or similar
device into an artificial intelligence capable of
understanding the ordinary day by day actions of its
owner, and be able to tell it back as a series of
events, and social interactions.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

This application was built as a “Proof Of Concept” Software, it’s main goal being to determine if it would
be possible to perform the task of recognising the people with which the user interacts using a live video
stream.
The bottom line results were that using a training set of 50 people and 5 pictures per person the average
time required for recognising a face was around 2.7 milliseconds, which would allow a “real time” feeling
to the end user(~60 fps).
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Sphero - Multiplayer Augmented Game (SMAUG)
Marian-Nicolae Pînzariu, Adrian Iftene
“Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, Faculty of Computer Science
{marian.pinzariu, adiftene}@info.uaic.ro

1.

OBJECTIVES

The current paper exposes the development of a game application that combines augmented reality,
modern robotics, mobile features and multiplayer networking in order to create an immersive
collaboration system, where people can interconnect to have fun and complete entertaining tasks
together. SMAUG is a game based on Sphero 2.0 robotic ball, where multiple players share the same
driving control of the robot. Depending on the game session and quest, a player can influence a certain
moving direction or the robot's speed. Furthermore, the playground is augmented on the driving surface,
so each player is looking to the game scene through his/her mobile’s camera. The main objective here is
that players need to collaborate in order to accomplish various tasks: collecting game artifacts, drive on
augmented tracks, break down walls/gates, escape mazes and so on. In order to accomplish this objective
the game is demanding collaboration: the game artifacts are distributed to different players augmented
views, so they will need to communicate often in order to drive Sphero in the right direction. Finally, the
most important objective was to open a new perspective on the Sphero-driven application development,
creating at the same time the possibility of using mobile devices to conduct team-building activities.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Most of the setup phase is handled by the Main Menu Scene, where the first displayed panel has the
same name. All available options from the menu are represented by the arrow labels from the image,
each arrow representing a transition to another panel or scene. a brief presentation of each panel/scene’s
logic would be the following: (1) Sphero Panel – offers the possibility to open a new connection to Sphero
and to calibrate its orientation; (2) Sphero Server Activity – for connecting to Sphero, the application
starts a separate Android activity which handles the connection and runs a tiny TCP Server in
background; (3) Calibration Scene – this scene contains the necessary UI for calibrating the Sphero
orientation and perform a quick drive test; (4) Map Selection Panel – allows players to navigate between
available maps, select the one to play and proceed; (5) Multiplayer Panel – allows a player to choose
between Host and Guest roles when starting a multiplayer session; (6) Guest Connection Panel – before
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connecting as guests, players are asked to enter the IP of the host server, which they do using this panel;
(7) Team Setup Scene – after connection to the game, either as host or guest, the players will choose a
role in the team (one or two driving directions); (8) Map Scene – this is a generic name for the scenes
corresponding to each map, being the place where the actual play is happening.

3.

USE CASE

Game Stories – Diamonds Hunting - In this quest, the wizards sent the “magical Orb” to the “Valley
of Stones”, to find and collect as many “enchanted diamonds” as it can (see Figure 1 - left), before they
run out of energy and teleport Sphero back with the collected amount (this motivates the players to
collaborate efficiently in order to return with the highest amount possible).
Game Stories – Portals Maze - With a similar plot-line as the previous quest, this time the Orb needs
to find only one artifact: “The Sword of Victory” (see Figure 1 - middle). By teleporting around and
paying attention to their path, the players will finally arrive at the destination point, their goal being to
obtain the shortest time possible.
Game Stories – The Dragon’s Treasure - This scenario is about using one player to distract the
dragon, while the others are guiding Sphero to steal its treasure. Timing is an important aspect of this
mission, as if the dragon comes close to the Orb the game would be over. (see Figure 1 - right).

Figure 1. Available use cases in SMAUG

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

The paper presents a multiplayer augmented game called SMAUG, based on Sphero platform. The user
can control the Sphero with an intelligent device, with augmented reality, via a lane, with game objects
and a virtual joystick, which can be seen only on devices, by all players.
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Multi-sensor system for fire prevention
POPESCU Pavel, TEODORESCU Silviu-Costel
MILICI Dan Laurențiu
Ștefan cel Mare University of Suceava
pavelpopescu09@gmail.com dam@eed.usv.ro

1.

OBJECTIVES

The presented system is a multi-sensor based system for fire detection and prevention. It can be used to
detect and prevent fires in locations where it is considered that a single sensor, usually a smoke sensor, is
not enough for that place to be considered safe in terms of fire probability.

2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The current fire detection and prevention
systems are based on sensors designed for
specific risk factors.
The proposed solution is a fire prevention
system based on analysis of data received
simultaneously from multiple sensors: a smoke
and flammable gases sensor, a flame sensor, a
temperature sensor and a humidity sensor.
The system compares the data read by sensors
with the reference values through a
microcontroller ATMEGA328. The system also
provides visual and audio alerts, data can be
sent to a computer (with LabVIEW installed)
via serial communications (wired or wireless)
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Figure 1.The proposed system

for a more detailed analysis, storage and even for remote alert.
The system is built modular, which allows placement of sensors in certain locations and even adding new
ones to monitor other specific parameters with potential impact on the occurrence of fire (accelerometer,
barometer, Hall sensor, etc.).

3.

USE CASES

The proposed system can be used in all locations where it is considered that a system with a single type of
sensor does not provide an acceptable level of safety. It can be installed as main system or can be
complementary to the classical system.
The system can be installed in residential homes, in public institutions and especially in industry where it
can be used in applications that are susceptible to fires, applications that work with high temperatures,
flame, gas and causes a decrease in air humidity.
It can be used as distributed system, each type of sensor chasing a parameter in a particular area.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

This solution represents a functional model intended to show the principle and operation of such a
system. From the information I held, on the market there are similar systems but are more expensive and
cannot easily be scaled and adapted to the requirements.
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2Prof.

1.

OBJECTIVES

This project is an embedded application of the commercial Leap Motion Controller and fits the world of
Internet of Things; it is a demonstration of the way in which development platforms like Raspberry Pi
and FRDM-KL25Z work together. The control of a smart robot car illustrates ways of communication
(using WebSocket and Bluetooth technology) between various devices and could be extended to other
areas where the precision of the human hand is needed.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The Leap Motion Controller is connected to a PC/laptop (playing the role of the WebSocket client) using
an USB cable; the web server which runs on the Raspberry Pi (located in the same local network and
running the WebSocket server) offers the client a web page which can be accessed by using the IP
address of the Raspberry and the port of the WebSocket connection and typing them in a web browser;
the data from the Leap device is processed by calling certain functions belonging to the JavaScript API,
offering information such as hand inclination on the 3 axis, number of fingers, along with other data
regarding gestures and movement. Any of these pieces of information can be used for the car control the X and Z hand inclination have been chosen for this project; they are sent through the WebSocket,
after they are encoded in a JSON object with 2 fields, {“x_coords”, “z_coords”} – the inclinations on the
2 axis; the instructions are written in JavaScript and belong to the web page (the code written in this
programming language runs on the client device). The JSON object is only sent if there is at least a 5
degree hand modification in the inclination on one of the selected axis. Once the object gets to the server,
it is unpacked, and depending on the received data, a value is sent using the Bluetooth module – one byte
is enough for 4 speed gears and 1 bit for the direction, for each engine; the FRDM receives the byte and
sends the signals to the L298N Motor Controller, which controls the 2 engines.
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Raspberry Pi

FRDM-KL25Z

Leap Motion Controller

Figure 1.The main diagram of the project

3.

USE CASES

This project could be extended for (long-range or short range) control of an artificial hand: industrial, in
environments toxic for the human, and medical (perhaps the control of a medical operating device with
the help of a video camera); it could also be used as an alternative input (instead of a keyboard or touch
device) in connection with new display technology (like the 3D Hologram Projectors), therefore creating
a dynamic, immersive and responsive media environment.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

The project offers a clear solution to the need of a precise controller in certain situations where human
intervention is limited. A team of 2 doctors (surgeons), 2 IT engineers (me included) and 1 mechanical
engineer could implement a remote artificial hand controller for certain medical procedures; anything
that requires control in the entertainment section (for example a Virtual Reality application, created
using Unity or Unreal Engine) could also be implemented by a team of 5-10 IT engineers, depending on
its magnitude and purpose. The potential for this device is huge, if used in connection with the right
embedded devices and/or development software.
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Watching the Heavy Traffic
M. Zugravu1, G. Tomuleasa2, T.F. Duduc3, M.D. Dămoc4, A. Trandabăţ5
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1.

OBJECTIVES

We aim to develop a tool for heavy traffic survey that extract information about weight, speed, type of
vehicle traffic frequency, road temperature, and provide information about road maximum weight load
per wheels axles, breaking distance and alternative route if the maximum load is overpass. This system is
special developed for, county councils, road administrative departments and private firms.
Implementing this system our main objective is to increase the roads reliability and durability, and to
decrease the maintenance costs for specific road sectors.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

There is a lot of traffic monitoring systems working all over the world. Mostly of them, aims to improve
the traffic safety and to resolve the traffic congestions. In Romania there are traffic monitoring systems
that use different approaches (inductive ground sensors, cameras, radar sensors etc.) especially designed
for traffic decongestions, and events detection.
One problem unsolved for our roads is posed by asphalt overstress induced by heavy traffic. There are
roads that can support traffic up to a maximum predefined weight for normal exploiting condition. The
"normal exploiting conditions" depends mainly and roughly by two factors: asphalt proprieties - stiffness
of asphalt that depends on asphalt temperature (among others) and traffic characteristics: load and
traffic frequency.
If for first physically characteristics there are no solutions to adjust parameters during the road life time,
we can dynamically monitor, restrict or redirect heavy traffic depending on road condition, traffic
frequency, asphalt temperature or road administrator special requests.
The system architecture is divided in two main components: software and hardware.
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From Hardware point of view, we designed a distributed measurement system based on individual
measurement motes that have the ability to acquire dynamically the vehicle load per each wheels axles,
the road temperature and to compute from those information the vehicle speed, the vehicle total weight,
the vehicle type, the average breaking distance according to vehicle type, speed and road condition (wet,
dry, ice etc). The data is transferred through local available communication infrastructure to the cloud.
From here, depending on the roads conditions and other limitation, the alternative route is displayed. On
this stage of the project, proof of concept, the mote is implemented using two pressure sensors and one
temperature sensor connected to an Arduino board that send the data to a IoT platform through one
internet shield.
The software component is also modular one. It contains the data acquisition module, the speed
calculation module, the wheels axles weights, the total vehicle mass, the vehicle type detection module,
the breaking average distance module, the road weight limit depending on asphalt temperature and
communication module.

3.

USE CASES

We identify three main potential types of clients: local and national road administrative authorities,
forests administrators and not for the last the heavy loads production factory’s acquisition departments.
For road monitoring, the system will bring the following benefits: increasing the lifespan of the roads,
decreasing the transit times, decreasing the road administrative and maintenance expenses and not for
the last, increasing the drivers awareness about their actions – breaking distance, alternative route, roads
quality and not for the last statistics for further researches in roads preventive maintenance. The system
used in forest roads can signal heavy traffic from forest and can be useful for unauthorised transport
detection and for exploited wood quantity calculation. On the same base, the large factories or large
warehouse or harbour cargo area can use this system slightly modified to track the merchandise moves.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

Costs: using existent predefined components (arduino, sensors etc) the price is under 1000 euro per unit.
The business model is build based on selling the system and based on a periodically paid subscription
that will give to the client the events notifications, periodic reports, statistical analyses, database access
and data for predictive maintenance. The Start-UP burst is roughly up to 45000 euro including
technology, other costs, personal, equipment and between 6 to 9 month to transform idea in product.
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System to reduce gas consumption (SRCG)
Hatnean Marius Ioan , Călin Ciufudean
maryus_2h@yahoo.com, ciufudean@usm.ro

1.

OBJECTIVES

SRCG is a system that reduces gas consumption using thermoelectric generators.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

SRCG is a long-time gas consumption reduction system. The system is based on TEG (Thermo-electrical
generator) modules, which generates power through Seebeck-Peltier effect and it is based on
temperature difference. The electrical energy generated by these modules is used to heat up a resistor
and the heat generated by the resistor will be used to heat the pot. Once the pot is heated by the resistor
we can lower the cooking machine flame by lowering the amount of gas used.

Figure 1. SRCG - System to reduce gas consumption (schematic representation)

The TEG modules are mounted on the lid of the pot and the amount of power produced is monitored in
real time by a current sensor. The obtained data are transmitted through a radio module to a
microcontroller that regulates the gas debit. Another advantage of the system is given by the gas sensor,
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which can detect any gas leak and also can turn off the gas automatically. SRCG is registered at the State
Office for Patents and Trademarks (OSIM) with No. A/00241/05.04.2016, and was awarded with the
Grand Prise at the International Invention Salon “Cadet INOVA`16” organized by the Military Academy
“Nicolae Bălcescu”, Sibiu, April 14th-16th, 2016.

Figure 2. SRCG - System to reduce gas consumption (prototype picture

3.

USE CASE

The gas consumption reduction system can be installed on any cooking machine and also be used for
industrial boiling tanks.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

We invite you, private investor or company, to invest in our new project of sparing conventional sources
of energy, such as gas, and to sustain the development of a new generation of ecologic tools, world wide
spread and used: pots for cooking. The potential market for our device is, obviously huge, therefore your
support will contribute to a significant reduce of gas consumption (more than 60%) for home or
industrial appliances. We hope that the reasons for this investment will make you consider this alliance
positively as it will implement the concept of sustainable development of green energy sources.
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1.

OBJECTIVES

We have created an application based on the need for centralization of research reports realized in
different formats, with variable structures. In this application, we plan to standardize these reports so
that they become accessible to different institutions who might request them. The final form has a
differentiated access of the user (including secure control of the information): any user sees its own
report, which he can modify, and the reports of his colleagues where he appears as a contributor,
which he cannot change; the head of department can centralize or view department reports and an
evaluator designated by the institution may request and have access to any individual report or
centralized report in any format.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The software has two main components: back-end and front-end modules. The back-end module is
developed in the PHP language, the front-end module is developed in Java-script and HTML as web
browser languages and with MySQL and XML technologies for data manipulation and selection.
The software has the following modules:
Authorization module with password recovering component on email and a component for
blocking the bots;
Specialized component for manipulation of recordings from MySQL database for long term
work;
Components for manipulation of recordings from XML file for quick access to one centralized
and structured information;
Components for building the layout of the page.
The data structures in MySQL used in this software are developed dynamically by a super-user. The
entire structure use dynamic fields. Because of this, one recording is stored on 5 different tables, each
one being populated with different values: integers, real, charset, date/time, Boolean.
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3.

USE CASES
Title: Using a reporting standard
Description: This can be used by a company who wants to see the reports of a category of
employees.

Primary Actor: The manager of the company who needs quick access to the reports.
Preconditions: The company has a lot of reports and no reporting standard; this is the
reason why it is so difficult to find any information.
Postconditions: Using the application, the manager can easily find the information he needs.
Main A manager needs to see a few reports in order to find some information
Success Scenario: about a situation he needs to describe. In the absence of our application, he
used to lose a lot of time searching one by one the reports where he thought
he could find what he was looking for. With our application he finds what he
is looking for in a few minutes.
Frequency of Use: This application can be used anytime one needs to see and complete his own
report or anytime a head of department or a designated person needs to see
the development status of a project, the state of the indicators or any other
situation.
Status: The application is complete but it can be improved.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

This application is a real help for those who need to see and complete their own report or for a head of
department or a designated person that needs to see the development status of a project, the state of the
indicators or any other situation.
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Information tools for assistance of sonographic examinations
S.Cojocaru, C.Gaindric, O.Popcova, S.Puiu, Iu.Secrieru, V.Turcanu
Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science of the Academy of Sciences of Moldova
svetlana.cojocaru@math.md, constantin.gaindric@math.md

1. OBJECTIVES
Informational tools help the physician in decision-making during sonographic examination to draw
conclusion more correctly, contribute to skills formation based on systemic approach and reduce the
operator dependence. The tools are addressed to:
 all categories of physicians to support examination (including difficult/rare cases), prevent
possible errors, standardize reports;
 novices and specialists under formation in learning/training process to deepen their knowledge.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The proposed solution represents the computer-aided tools for decision support in weakly-structured
sonographic examination domain. It offers suggestions – a "second opinion" with necessary
explanations. At the moment, four organs of the hepato-pancreato-biliary region (gallbladder, pancreas,
liver and bile ducts) are considered. The conclusion is based on formalized expert knowledge,
incorporated into domain taxonomy and decision-making rules, combined with image analysis and
classification.
The knowledge base was created during iterative process of interaction between knowledge-engineer and
sonographic expert group, taking into account medical literature and documentation sources. The
knowledge base kernel includes the following formalized expert knowledge: 335 facts and 54 decision
rules for gallbladder; 231 facts and 52 decision rules for pancreas; 167 facts and 31 decision rules for
liver; 257 facts and 15 decision rules for bile ducts.
The developed functional prototype includes the following modules: knowledge base; unified database
(collections of model images with marked regions of interest and annotations made by the experts) for
four organs; innovative inference engine; similar images search; report generator; adaptive user
interface.
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The physician can carry out examination by selecting one of the following strategies: i) step by step; ii)
confirming or refuting a presupposed pathology; iii) using a mixed strategy. The possible way of
examination can vary depending on the experience and preferences of the physician, examination
conditions (emergency, regular, critical situations), examination purpose (more or less detailed), etc.
3. USE CASES
The information tools can be used:
1) as computer-aided support in clinical decision making in daily practice (including unspecific
clinic/paraclinic cases) by physicians in any hospital equipped with computers;
2) as learning/training support in any medical university or academical institution aimed at specialists
formation;
3) as support for emergency cases to asses patient’s health status in limited time, based on limited set of
sonographic features.
In all these cases the information tools contribute to increase sonographic examination level, excluding
causes of common mistakes (such as omitting some aspects or important examination characteristics,
admitting inaccuracy in conclusion formulation, etc.)
4. INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
Potential users of the tools are customers of sonographic equipment, interested in offering qualitative
medical services. Benefits consist in increasing the quality of sonographic diagnostics and treatment
efficiency. If the tools will be modified and incorporated in sonographic scanners, they will enhance
examination by guiding the whole process and cataloguing results (by syndromes, pathologies,
sonographic features, etc.).
The acquired professional knowledge, validated by well-known medical experts, has much value on its
own. The knowledge base kernel, containing taxonomy and decision-making patterns, can be applied (for
training purpose) in any other domain related project that uses neural networks.
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The Encryptor
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1.

OBJECTIVES

The objective is to create an android app which can create and send SMS encrypted messages with
asymmetric algorithms that use contact specific keys/contact.

2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

My app will implement end to end encryption to the old SMS protocol which is vulnerable to man in the
middle attacks (mitm).
Normally, mitm attacks are combated with encryption, one example is the https protoco, which uses the
RSA encryption method to send and receive encrypted requests and responses that without the private
key look like gibberish.
The mitm attacks are not something new, and the SMS protocol was especially created such that the
companies could keep a record of the conversations in case that the government would need them in the
court, and, you know where I want to go from here, people have now more and more ways to create mitm
attacks that are used in a malicious way, and, the even “funnier” thing is that there is no way of changing
the protocol that wouldn’t affect the backwards compatibility and the providers are interested in making
their service better to the end user, not making it more secure.
Here comes my app, which will encrypt the SMS data with the RSA algorithm or an elliptic curve
algorithm, depending on the user.
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The user will have the option to create a new key of whatever length they choose, or to use an already
existing key, and, to make sure that key is that of the person you want to start a conversation, not that of
an attacker, the keys will be exchanged by scanning a qr code on the other person’s phone, thing which
makes the communication even more secure because the attacker won’t even have the public key and
that the only way to crack your message is to test every single private key of whatever length against your
encrypted message, thing that will take more than the lifetime of the Universe to crack.

3.

USE CASE

My app can be used by anyone who wants to make sure that their data is secure, even if people are
eavesdropping on their SMS messages. That can help in protecting whistle-blowers, protecting two factor
authentication SMS messages from being used by the wrong person and protecting the right of privacy.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

I would consider this application as one of the default applications on a person’s phone, it has the
potential to change the way we as a society view the world around us, to make us realize that if someone
hacks our computer, email, facebook, etc., is a big deal, this would maybe start the conversation about
how private should our data be to the government, and how we should do something about it.
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1.

OBJECTIVES

This project’s main objectives are based on a major difficulty that planners in transport companies
encounter in their daily activity: the amount of time and energy needed to put together a reliable, cost
effective itinerary for their trucks. Through Graphler we aim to accomplish the following tasks: to order
several itineraries by various criteria such as time and costs, to represent a route’s compliance with the
given criterion by colour scheme and to save time spent with the planning process.
2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The solution that we propose is a client-server architecture, in which users from different categories
interact with:

an application that can be accessed from anywhere, anytime

GPS devices installed on board

end-point devices( PDA, tablet, smartphone) for remote employees
All these components connect to a unique database, and pass data between them through wireless mobile
telecommunication technology or Ethernet cables.
The distributed application conveys multiple functionalities such as:

unexpected events that interrupt transports are immediately signalled by drivers

recalculating best route when the current one becomes unavailable

information reaches drivers in a clear way

planning staff benefits from having reliable data at the ready

user-oriented planning process( routes can at any times be modified)

excellent user experience for both planners and drivers
Some of the data that the application uses to compare the outcome of each considered course is provided
by the user (location name, time of departure, time of arrival, costs, expected revenue), while the
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distance and time spent on road is automatically provided by the GPS functionality. For every considered
route, a form shows aggregate information regarding expanse, income, total time etc. used in decision
making processes.

3.

USE CASES

Peter, the person in charge with
managing transports in his company,
wants to know the status of his
trucks. Graphler’s main screen does
just that. It shows the position of all
trucks and their progress in reaching
the next destination. The other
significant
functionality
of
the
application is using a code of colors to
create a hierarchy between all
considered itineraries. The course with
highest compliance to the selected
criterion is green, and the color shifts
to yellow, orange and then red as the
route is less desirable. When one
course becomes unavailable due to
contracts cancelations or postponed
transports, the hierarchy shifts up one
level (yellow becomes the new green,
Figure 1. Graphler’s secondary screen( the planner)
orange becomes yellow).Drivers are
then directed to their next destination according to the new plan.

4.

INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS

Although this application was designed for freight transport companies, the concept can be
easily adapted to support public transportation, inter- and intra-modular transportation or
couriers.
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